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In this paper we propose a system for representing intera tion proto ols alled POS
whi h is both Turing omplete and determine a omplete semanti s of proto ols. This
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1. Introdu tion
Multiagent systems are based on the idea that by gathering simple autonomous
systems (agents) in a so iety and endowing them with intera tion

apabilities, su h

a so iety

apabilities) that

an display

omplex behaviors ( ompared to ea h agent's

are not en oded in any individual entity in parti ular. The so iety's intelligen e is
distributed among its
A fundamental

omponents.

hara teristi

of these systems is their intera tions' ability. The

work presented in this arti le should be seen in the

ontext of an intera tion oriented-

programming philosophy whi h argues that the power of these systems dwells less
in the agents' intelligen e than in their intera tions. Our position is very
the general approa h des ribed in

lose to

1 that or hestrates the intera tions among agents

in settings su h as open information environments.
Originally, approa hes in the design of multiagent systems required full details
of the internal stru ture of agents prior to designing their

ommuni ation patterns.

This led to hardwired intera tions among agents that prevent them from being fully
used in open information environments. More re ent works (su h as

2 ) argue for the

proto ols to be spe ied separately from the point of view of the agents. Besides,
a exible de laration me hanism for spe ifying intera tions seems to be required.

1
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We agree with this view and aim at making intera tions as e ient as possible.
Intera tions should be powerful and expressivebeing a Turing

omplete

system would be wel ome, and light, i.e., of a low algorithmi

al ulus

omplexity.

This paper is organized as follows. We start with a dis ussion about standard
ways intera tion proto ols have usually been ta kled and show some of their intrinsi

limits. We then propose a formalism for des ribing the intera tion proto ols

semanti s (POS). An example to illustrate the power of the formalism is also given
as well as implementation details. We

on lude with some extensions and evaluation

of the merits of our approa h.

2. Traditional Des riptions of Intera tion Proto ols
2.1. Example of a Learning Proto ol
In this paper we are going to look at a general yet multi-fa eted proto ol. We
have taken the well known Contra t Net proto ol
learning proto ol
number of

4 was showing a greater

onversational states) and

ould

3 but it seemed to us that Sian's

omplexity (its graph involves a greater

ould thus better exemplify the expressive

power to the operational semanti s we are developing in this paper.
Let us rst des ribe this proto ol in natural language.

eb ) and has a knowledge base (kb ).

experien e database (

Ea h agent stores its

When an agent elaborates

a hypothesis or a new proposal from its experien e base it puts it forward to the
other agents. Those agents



by

onrming the hypothesis if they a knowledge its truth when looking up

in their



eb

or

kb.

by modifying it if they
their




an either answer

kb.

an provide a more general or spe i

proposal from

by signaling their disagreement if there is an opposite proposal in their
by signaling they do not have any opinion in
in their

eb

or

kb

that permits them to

kb.

ase they do not have anything

onrm, generalize, spe ify or

ounter

su h hypothesis.
The agent whi h elaborates the initial hypothesis
and evaluates its truth a
the hypothesis is

onsidered as agreed or is abandoned.

agent signals the agreement to the others whi h then a

kb.

In the latter

this

olle ts ea h agents' answer

ording to the answers re eived. Then, given a
In the former

riterion,
ase, the

ept it and store it in their

ase, the hypothesis is not stored in the agents'

kb.

Apart from

olle tive learning pro ess, any agent may state a proposal to the others when

it already belongs to the agent's
hypothesis and update their

kb.

kb.

In this

ase the other agents readily a

ept the

One noti es that a natural language des ription of a proto ol gives a good idea of
what will take pla e but leaves room to numerous impre isions and interpretations,
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whi h obviously is una

eptable in a data pro essing

ontext su h as ours.

goal is thus to express this proto ol in a non-ambiguous formalism

The

onstituting a

omplete des ription of the proto ol.
Often the formalization of su h a proto ol is rendered by means of nite automata ea h agent must possess.

Figure 1 gives the one for Sian's proto ol.

possible interpretation of a transition
an go to state

End

upon sending message

Opinion
Modify2

Withdraw.

De ision

A
it

Init

Propose

Assert

Confirm

Modify1

Disagree

Counter
Opinion

an be, if the agent is in state

NoOpinion

Disagree

Confirm

Agreement
Agreed

NoOpinion

Accept
Withdraw

Decision

End

Figure 1: State transition graph of Sian's proto ol.

2.2. Finite State Automata
When agents dis uss by means of an intera tion proto ol, they ea h own a representation of this proto ol whi h allow them to know the messages they
the messages they
the

an re eive,

an send, and at what time. This enables them to know where

onversation is at.
Finite state automata is a largely used formalism for des ribing intera tion pro-

to ols.

Ea h agent possesses a nite state automaton whose states represent the

urrent state of the

onversation they are

arrying out, and the transitions

spond to the messages ex hanged. There exists one or more initial and nal

orreon-

versation states. This approa h is seen in lots of papers, and have sometimes been
dened in a ad ho

manner in order to

omply with appli ations' ne essities. See

5 , 6 , et ., to name a few. 7 also a knowledges the short oming of using nite state
ma hines with an asso iated textual des ription be ause this does not adequately
aptures

onstraints that

ross dierent proto ol levels. They provide a

omplete

formal spe i ation of proto ols in the Z spe i ation language whi h helps go all
the way to implementation and simulation. That approa h relies on strongly typed
message parameters like ours.
Let us point out some limits of a nite state automaton des ription su h as the
one given in the previous se tion.

4
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1. First of all, su h a spe i ation is far from being

omplete. When an agent

ommuni ates it sends and re eives messages. It is important for this agent
to know that a transition going out of a given state either

orresponds to

the sending or the re eption of a message. However no distin tion is usually
made in the above des ription of the proto ol. As a
interpret this spe i ation. Most of the time, one

onsequen e one has to

onsiders the messages are

alternately sent and re eived, i.e., if an agent's former transition happened
with a re eived message, then the next one will be a message sending, and
vi e versa.
Furthermore, not distinguishing between the sending or the re eption of messages implies there is no distin tion between the agent initiating the
sation and the other agents.

During the

ourse of the

agents have the same roles but this issue is eluded here.
mal imperfe tion. However, this

an be quite easily

onver-

onversation not all
This shows a for-

orre ted by a proto ols

operational semanti s as we shall see in se tion 3.
2. Again, as far as the spe i ation's a

ura y and autonomy, let us note that

this formalism only des ribes the possible series of messages.
synta ti

spe i ation whereas its semanti s aspe t

It is only a

onveyed in the text (like

storing a pie e of information in the knowledge base

kb )

is forgotten. One

still needs the textual des ription to use/implement the proto ol.
3. Then, from the perspe tive of expressing proto ols, nite automata are in fa t
not very pra ti al. The inherent

omplexity of the proto ols' representation

with su h a formalism is huge.

For example, one must mention that the

spe i ation of Sian's proto ol given above is only valid for two agents. Indeed,
the graph only provides one o
and

NoOpinion.

urren e of messages su h as

Conrm, Disagree

Besides, not only does it turn out that trying to adapt su h

representation for more than two agents is not immediate, but this qui kly
leads to a

ombinatori

explosion. Furthermore, this will require a dierent

automaton for ea h number of agents using Sian's proto ol.
4. More fundamentally, nite state automata
system.

They are only

apable of a

onstitute a very poor

epting regular expressions.

al ulus

However,

one of the intera tion proto ol's obje tives is to be powerful. Using this type
of formalism is thus basi ally not adapted. For instan e, it is not possible to
des ribe a proto ol ending in an

msg 1 msg 2
n

n

and only these ones.

valid proto ols for

end

state after any message series of type

Moreover, it is also impossible to des ribe

n agents (8n  1).

Therefore, proto ols for open multiagent

systems (i.e., with a variable number of agents along the time) are out of the
nite automata's s ope.
However, a number of arti les su h as

8;9 have onsidered nite automata be ause

they are simple obje ts whi h are well mastered at the theoreti al level.
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Lots of their properties are known, and that is very interesting when dealing
with the intera tion proto ols validation. The di ulty to

onvey slightly

proto ols has sometimes lead to abandon then for more

ompa t and expressive

formalisms su h as Petri nets (see

10 for example).

omplex

2.3. Representing Proto ols with Petri Nets
Petri nets are a good

ompromise between power of expression and analysis

apa-

bilities. Indeed, they allow to syn hronize automata running in parallel. Moreover,
they are a more

ompa t representation than standard nite state automata. Lots

of theoreti al results have been found on Petri nets, they are thus interesting from
a validation point of view. Let us mention

11 whi h makes use of them in order to

formalize and study intera tion proto ols in multiagent systems. It is also possible
to formally des ribe negotiation proto ols with

n agents as well as validate several

properties.
However, Petri nets are qui kly limited. This is still only a synta ti
spe i ation.

One

an thus only validate synta ti

proto ol

properties su h as the num-

ber of states of a negotiation pro ess is nite or all the proto ol's messages are
used. Furthermore, representing intera tion proto ols with Petri nets always end
up in a

ombinatori

properties

explosion when the number of agents in reases. And if some

an theoreti ally be veried, this be omes intra table due to the inherent

algorithmi

omplexity.

A Petri net representation of a proto ol

an qui kly be ome very large and thus

di ult to deal with. For example, Sian's proto ol for two agents leads to a Petri
net with 26 pla es and 34 transitions and half of the pla es and transitions need to
be added whenever a new agent is parti ipating in the intera tion.
This paper introdu es a new formalism for des ribing intera tion proto ols and
solves the problems highlighted above.

3. The POS Formalism: De nitions
In the remaining of this paper, ea h agent is assumed to en ompass a FIFO mailbox
and an identi ation number sin e all agents need a means to identify the other
agents. We dene here an intera tion proto ol as a produ tion system owned by
ea h agent.

Denition 1.

An

intera tion proto ol

is a set of produ tion rules of one of

three types:

type 1

parametrized state
}|
{
[Send ℄
); (world )i ! h(Skeleton 0 ; Parameter 0 ); [A(world )℄i
h|(Skeleton ; Parameter
|
{z
}
{z
}
premi e
on lusion
z

type 2 h(Skeleton ; Parameter ); (world )i msg
! h(Skeleton 0 ; Parameter 0 ); [A(world )℄i

6
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type 3 h(Skeleton ; Parameter ); (world )i

"
!
h(Skeleton 0 ; Parameter 0 ); [A(world )℄i

The denition of the variables are the following.

Skeleton

is a

hara ter string.

The purpose of su h a eld is to help proto ol

designers design a proto ol in a
for it be ause this

lear manner. There is no theoreti al need

ould be in luded in the parameter eld. But it appears to

be very useful for building proto ols in rementally.

Parameter

is a tuple of abstra t type pattern mat hable obje ts (with su h prim-

itive types as
but whi h

Int, Char, List, Tuple)

and non-pattern mat hable obje ts

an be designated (these may be appli ation spe i ). Two types

of variables may be handled: (1) pattern variables, su h as

u; v; w),

a 3-tuple (

or

Statep

in the so

In parameter

(Su

(n),2,Su

w

in

p like in Propose(p).

an be dened in an ML notation

pattern Integer = Zero | Su

and

12
er robot example (see se tion 6)

whi h mean anything, and (2) obje t identiers su h as
An integer pattern, for example,

u, v ,

 by

(n)
(Su (Zero)),p) the phrase Su (n) is a
2 is an Int, Su (Su (Zero)) is a totally

pattern of a non negative Integer,
dened

Integer,

(whi h

an be designated by

(world)

and

p

is the name of a spe i

obje t of the appli ation

p ).

is a predi ate on the world whi h

an be evaluated by the agents using

the proto ol. Let us note that no assumption is made on the way ea h of the

does the
rst omponent of the urrent parameter have the pattern Su (n)?  or  is
my energy level high enough? . These two types of evaluation may relate to
agents

ondu ts this evaluation. For example,



ould either mean 

onversational states or to the world external to the proto ol.

msg

is

a

message

pattern

whose

format

is

identi al

(Skeleton,Parameter).
ple,
(HereIsYourCommand,(Su (n),Su (m),p))
(HereIsYourCommand,(33,2,[[23℄[45℄℄)).
rameterized

[Send℄

state:

to

a

For
an

paexam-

denote

is a list of sendings, where a sending is one of the following a tions:





SendToId id msg : send message msg to agent id.
SendToGroup list msg : send message msg to the agents listed in list.
SendToAll msg : send message msg to all agents involved in the onversation (ex ept for the sending agent of

[A(world)℄

is a list of

ourse).

A(world) whi h are the agent's a tions/side ee ts/behaviors

onto the world. This is a very general notion whi h may go from removing a
pie e of information from a knowledge base to seeking an energy sour e.

 See

13 .
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Furthermore, type 1 produ tions
du tions

orrespond to sending messages, type 2 pro-

orrespond to reading a message, and type 3 produ tions are transitions

without any message ex hange. At least one parameterized state must be an initial
statethere may be several and there are zero or more nal states
end of a

onversation, i.e., the end of a proto ol use.

Property 1 (Use of a proto ol).
sess a

onveying the

In order to use a proto ol, an agent must pos-

opy of the set of produ tion rules whi h dene the proto ol. Moreover, it

must be

apable of evaluating all the

(world),

performing all the

A(world), and

has to understand those rules. In parti ular, an agent must be able to a

omplish

the pattern mat hing, i.e., it must embody a small interpretor. On e it is de ided
that an agent will undertake a

onversation with some other agents using a

ertain

proto ol, it must refer to the set of produ tion rules and determine the possible
transitions. That is:



type 1 transitions are the ones whose parameterized state mat hes the
state and whose



(world) is veried.

type 2 transitions respe t the same

onditions ex ept that the

urrent

orresponding

message pattern must be rst in the mailbox.



type 3 transitions respe t the same

onditions as type 1 transitions.

It is obvious, and this is intended this way, that several produ tions will be

!

possible for a given premise (part of a produ tion before the

onne tor). To

ope with this a rst alternative would be to leave the agent the freedom to
whi h ever premise it wants. This

hoi e

ould be based upon some weighing of the

various rules. Another way to ta kle this issue is by entering a
pro edure su h as

hoose

oni t-resolution

hoosing randomly one of the possible transitions.

On e a transition has been

hosen, it is automati ally red by the agent. Any

message sending atta hed to a produ tion rule must be a

omplished and all the

A(world) must be started before the next ring round starts.

On e a message has

been read and used, it is removed from the agent's mailbox, i.e., the

orresponding

transition has been red.
Finally, when the agents want to start a

onversation they ea h must possess

a set of produ tion rulesi.e., a proto olbut it does not have to be the same
for every one.

This set of produ tions will allow them to

orre tly interpret the

messages they re eive, take up the adequate behavior or perform the adequate sideee t, and send relevant messages for the ongoing
Let us formally dene what a

Denition 2.

A

onversation

onversation.

onversation is.
(or a dis ussion) among agents

onsists for ea h

agent in using a proto ol in order to understand the messages they re eive, and send
relevant messages. In other words, it is enough for the proto ols to be
(i.e., any message sent (or re eived) in an agent's proto ol
re eived (or sent) message in the other agent's proto ol).

ompatible

an be dealt with as a

8
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Denition 3.

A

skeleton automaton

of a proto ol is the following nite au-

tomaton:



the

states

are the skeletons of the parameterized states present in the proto-

ols' rules.



the

initial states are the ones

orresponding to the initial parameterized states

of the proto ol.



the

nal states

are the ones

orresponding to the nal parameterized states

of the proto ol if any.



the produ tion rules

orrespond to transitions between partner parameterized

states. These produ tions are

 typed,

i.e., the transitions take pla e upon sending a message, re eiving

a message, or upon an

 labeled

"-transition.

by the message skeleton(s) of the

orresponding transition.

Se tion 5 shows an extended example of su h a skeleton automaton.
In no way are skeleton automata proto ol spe i ations be ause a spe i ation
evade a great deal of information.

However, they are both useful for getting an

overall view of the proto ol and for deriving some

Denition 4.

oarse grain properties.

rea hable

A parameterized state S is

if there exists a series of

transitions starting from an initial parameterized state and leading to a

on lusion

whose parameterized state is S

Denition 5.

An intera tion proto ol is

terminable if it owns at least one nal

state and one of them is rea hable.
We shall see in se tion 5.2 how interesting non-terminable proto ols

Denition 6 (Ambiguity).
re eption rule

A proto ol is

oni t during the

an be.

ambiguous whenever a sending and a

ourse of a

onversation.

In short, a proto ol is ambiguous when given a parameterized state the agent
using the proto ol

an get to another state either through the sending or re eption

of messages.
This type of situation may enfor e the power of a proto ol but may also pose
enormous problems.

For instan e, it may turn out that an agent always

hooses

produ tion rules with a sending a tion and thus never read its in oming messages.
This might result in blo king some other agents waiting for its answer and thus
might lead to an overall system ine ien y. In order to remedy this problem, one
introdu es an over-spe i ation on ambiguous proto ols by aiming at favoring the
produ tions related to the reading of a message

ompared to produ tions related

to the sending of a message. However, this problem disappears when one imposes
a

oni t resolution pro edure, as des ribed hereafter, based on a random

a rule.

hoi e of
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Denition 7.

An ambiguous proto ol is

altruisti

if its usage is over-spe ied in

the following way: if at one point produ tion rules with the sending or the re eiving
of messages is possible then an agent must

hoose a produ tion rule with a reading

of messages.
With respe t to this, it is good to dene a default
Presumably, the best poli y
Granting an agent a spe i

onsists in randomly

oni t resolution poli y.

hoosing among possible rules.

oni t resolution strategy that is external to the

proto ol means the proto ol is not self-su ient in that its entire semanti s is not
totally in luded in its des ription.
The

hoosing among the rules is not given by a proto ol but still takes on

importan e.
(random

On some o

riti al

asions, it is good to trade this default arbitration rule

hoi e) for an altruisti

poli y, i.e., a sole preferen e for re eption rules.

Nevertheless su h strategies must be the more synta ti al and the least semanti .
Both poli ies given above are totally synta ti .

4. Theoreti al Considerations
4.1. Power of POS
Theorem 1.
Turing

The

al ulus system dened by a set of POS produ tion systems is

omplete.

Proof Let us only look at produ tion rules of type:
h(Skeleton ; (l1; l2 )); true i msg
! h(Skeleton 0 ; (l10 ; l20 )); NothingToDo i
where li are lists, i.e., symbol sta ks. Produ tions of this type allow for the des ription of all two-sta k nite automata, where the sta ks are l1 and l2 , the states
are the skeletons, and transitions are red upon

onsumption of messages from the

mailbox. In the usual setting of a two-sta k nite automaton the re eived messages
make up the alphabet of the input strings, where a string designates the series of
messages in the mailbox.
Turing

omplete

It is widely known that two-sta k nite automata are

al ulus systems

14 .

Sin e the produ tions just seen here are a subset of POS rules, one dedu es
that POS is Turing

omplete.



This property shows in a theoreti al manner POS' superiority
approa h presented in se tion 2.

ompared to the

Unlike nite state automata or even Petri nets

POS's power does not hold to the detriment of its ease of use.
taking pla e. This paper exemplies this

The opposite is

laim on an extension of Sian's proto ol

(see se tion 5) as well as on real appli ations dedi ated to autonomous robots (see
se tion 6).

4.2. Semanti s

10
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POS endows also the advantage of giving a

omplete proto ol semanti s. The sets of

produ tion rules are su ient by themselves (if ne essary one

an add the altruisti

hara teristi ). Furthermore, it is an a tual semanti s in the sense of programming
languages. As mentioned earlier POS has been inspired by the Stru tured Opera-

15 . This has already been used in multiagent systems but
16 makes use of the stru tured
rather on agents than intera tions. For example,
17 also
operational semanti s for dening an abstra t agent programming language.
tional Semanti s (SOS)

follows the stru tural operational semanti s approa h in modeling the operational
semanti s of their a tor algebra by means of labeled transitions systems.
SOS enables to set up the semanti s
of an interpretor

L via a formal des

ription

of this language whose behavior is spe ied by the produ tion

P written in a language
L, and an environment  . I des ribes the behavior of hP;  i whi h is a nite or
innite series like hP;  i ! hP2 ; 2 i ! hP3 ; 3 i !    . If P stops the result is
then hEND ; n i

rules.

I

I

18 of a language

is then an entity taking as argument a program

When transposing this to our approa h on proto ols the set of possible messages

A. A language L0 an then be dened as the following
"ja 2 Ajm1 m2 =m1 etm2 2 L0 } where strings in L0 are message sequen es.

is seen as an alphabet

m2

{

L0 :

Then the set of produ tions dening a proto ol
an interpretor, the series of re eived messages
interpreted, the world
and the

A(world)

an be seen as the denition of
an be seen as a program to be

 in SOS, the messages sent
 , like a variable assignment in

an be seen as the environment

an be seen as the side ee ts on

SOS for instan e.
To keep on drawing a parallel with SOS, one
languages with a non-deterministi

an

learly see an analogy between

semanti sthose en ompassing random in-

stru tions for instan eand intera tion proto ols sin e several transitions are often
possible from a unique parameterized state.
Let us also note that during the interpretation of the program (made up of a
series of messages) by the proto ol, there is no way to know the nal program in
advan e. Indeed, one does not know the series of messages that is to be re eived.
By the way, this shows that the SOS philosophy is best suited for des ribing the
semanti s of this kind of program. In fa t, one of its most salient features is that
this goes from past to future ( hara teristi

of a dire t semanti s) and that the

meaning of the program is built as the text of the program is traversed (feature
of interpretors). On the

ontrary, philosophies like the semanti s by

ontinuations

seems denitely inappropriate sin e they go ba k from future to past and build the
meaning of a program at on e prior to it exe ution (feature of

ompilers).

Finally, spe ifying a proto ol in POS amounts to dening a language interpretor.
Su h spe i ation provides a semanti s to the series of messages re eived. Not only
is this very interesting as su h, but also as far as the

ommuni ation issue between

agents in multiagent systems in general. As a matter of fa t, POS denes as many
languages as proto ols. When one

onsiders a proto ol is used for

and understanding ea h other in a parti ular

ommuni ating

ontext, POS enables the

reation of a
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language for ea h

ontext, where the term language is rst taken in its

omputer

s ien e denition but also in a broader sense. This obviously was the prime goal
for the

reation of proto ols, and this is what emerges a posteriori, whi h is a good

indi ation this approa h is sound.
To go even farther, let us note that although POS

an be viewed as a

al u-

lus system, above all it is a tool for dening languages, as just shown. Languages
dene themselves

al ulus systems, and it seems that POS enables to dene lan-

guages whi h are themselves Turing

omplete. Due to a la k of spa e, we will not

be providing any proof of this in this arti le, but we have managed to write a small
interpretor of a Turing

omplete imperative language with POS. One of the

sequen es of this is that one
languages

on-

an now express a lot of things. For example, those

an be used to dene other languages/proto ols via the denition of new

interpretors in the image of writing an ML interpretor in ML. In parti ular, one

an

think of bootstrapping our primary language (i.e., initial proto ol) by re- onveying
its interpretor by means of itself !

4.3. Distributed Nature of Proto ols
Let us go ba k to the general philosophy of this formalism. In fa t, its basi

prin iple

an be stated as what an agent has to do is somehow di tated by the other agents.
Sin e nevertheless all the agents have some freedom, it would be more exa t to say
that the other agents are the one limiting the room to maneuver of ea h agent.
This approa h stems from the spee h a t theory

19 whi h

onsists in

onsidering

spee h a ts as a tions. For POS, ea h spee h a t (or message) is atta hed to a side
ee t whi h boils down to molding the re eiver's room to maneuver. This approa h
fully takes root in the distributed approa h of multiagent systems.
In our analogy with programming languages, a
automati

onversation in fa t

onsists in an

distributed generation of programs, i.e., a sequen e of messages re eived

by ea h agent. However, in our approa h these programs

onstitute the en oding

of the "behavioral dire tion" an agent must go; in other words, it is a summary
of what it is to do. The intelligen e lies in the intera tion. This position is very
lose to what is advo ated in

1 . Here a

onversation automati ally generates ea h

agents' behavior in a distributed fashion. And it does this dynami ally while taking
into a

ount the

urrently evolving environment. The theoreti al power of su h a

system enables to solve any Turing

omputable problem

20 .

4.4. Formalism's Ee tiveness
Several formalisms from various elds are suited for theoreti al studies, but they
often are very far from data pro essing realities and are very hard to implement
when one has to transform them in order to

ode them. POS has the advantage

of being readily implementable in strongly typed fun tional languages su h as ML

13 or Haskell 21 . Thanks to their fun tional syntax, their management of abstra t
types and their pattern mat hing

apabilities, POS proto ols

an virtually be

oded

12
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word for word in those languages. Furthermore,
languages may be

oding a proto ol in one of these

onsidered a proto ol spe i ation as su h. These are very ex-

pressive languages whi h have been

reated with a sound and totally formalized

semanti s. They are at the heart of resear h works in formal semanti s of programming languages. They are widely used by people working on formal methods both
for proving programs and also for proving the se urity of usual

ommuni ation pro-

to ols. In the latter domain some resear h teams make use of proto ol spe i ations

22 . We have used this language too for our appli ations. Languages
23 whi h are used in the multiagent system ommunity ould
su h as Java/Pizza
written in ML

also have been used. In any

ase, it is not di ult to implement an interpreter that

does pattern mat hing this way with any programming language.

5. Appli ation Example
Having

onsidered theoreti al issues, let us now see some examples. We are going

to present two versions of Sian's proto ol

4 in order to exhibit the power of our

formalism: one involving two agents as dis ussed in se tion 2.1, and one involving

n agents

5.1. Sian's Proto ol for Two Agents
We are going to model the proto ol des ribed at the beginning of this paper (see
se tion 2.1). Here an agent starting the

onversation is not going to have the same

set of produ tion rules as the one answering it. It will have an isomorphi
2 enables to easily follow the unfolding of the automaton
produ tion rules of the agent starting the
as parameterized states

set. Figure

orresponding to the set of

onversation. Messages have been dened

omposed of skeletons. Sin e the proto ol given here is very

simple it has been more appropriate to use the message's patterns instead of their
skeleton. This is also what is used for the proto ol's rules here under.
This automaton is quite dierent from the one given in gure 1. The proto ol
presented here is non-ambiguous, whi h simplies things a lot. The

ounterpart of

this is that it is ne essary to have two sets of produ tions, one for the agent starting
the

onversation and one for the agent answering it. We shall see though in se tion

5.2 that it is possible to build a unique set of produ tion rules for Sian's proto ol
involving

n agents.

Let us rst fo us on the set of rules of the agent starting the
A tion

NOP

denotes the empty a tion, i.e., not doing anything.

denotes the removing or adding of a pie e of knowledge

eb. In a on ern of keeping things
[sendToAll(msg) ℄ by msg when writing
base

as

onversation.

eb - p

or

eb + p

p to or from the knowledge

lear as possible, we have repla ed the

the following proto ols.

We indi ate the

messages that are not broad asted.

h(Init ; p=p 2 eb); WantToPropose (p)i Propose
!(p) h(Opinion ; p); NOP i
Assert (p)
h(Init ; p=p 2 eb); WantToAssert (p)i ! h(AgreementPropose ; p); NOP i
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Counter

Modify p q

Opinion

Propose p

Opinion
Modify q p
Confirm q
Disagree q

Confirm p

NoOpinion p

Decision

Decision

Answer

Propose

Withdraw q

Officialize q

Officialize p

Agreement
Propose

Withdraw p

Agreement
Answer

Assert p

Disagree p

NoOpinion q

Init

Accept q

End

Accept p

Received message
Sent message

Figure 2: Automaton of Sian's proto ol with two agents (for the agent initiating
the

onversation).

h(AgreementPropose ; p); True iA ept!(p) h(End; p); (eb p; kb + p)i
h(Opinion; p); True iCon !
h(De isionPropose ; Confirm(p)); NOP i
rm (p)
h(Opinion; p); True iDisagree
! (p) h(De isionPropose ; Disagree(p)); NOP i
h(Opinion; p); True iNoOpinion
! (p) h(De isionPropose ; NoOpinion(p)); NOP i
h(Opinion; p); True iModify!(p;q) h(CounterOpinion ; q); (eb p; kb)i
rm (p)
h(CounterOpinion ; p); WantToCon rm (p); True i Con !
h(De isionAnswer ; p); NOP i
Disagree (p)
h(CounterOpinion ; p); WantToDisagree (p); True i !
h(De isionAnswer ; p); NOP i
NoOpinion (p)
h(CounterOpinion ; p); HasNoOpinion (p); True i
!
h(De isionAnswer ; p); NOP i
Modify (p;q)
h(CounterOpinion ; p); q = WantToModify (p)i !
h(Opinion; q); (eb p; kb)i
W ithdraw(p)
h(De isionPropose ; s(p); De ideToWithdraw (s(p))); True i
!
h(End; p); (eb p; kb)i
OÆ ialize (p)
h(De isionPropose ; s(p); NotDe ideToWithdraw (s(p))); True i !
h(AgreementPropose ; p); NOP i
h(De isionAnswer ; p); True iW ithdraw
! (p) h(End; p); (eb p; kb)i
h(De isionAnswer ; p); True iOÆ ialize
! (p) h(AgreementAnswer; p); NOP i
A ept (p)
h(AgreementAnswer; p); True i ! h(End; p); (eb p; kb + p)i
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variable s denotes
NoOpinion (p).

or

a state, where

s(p)

is a pattern for

on rm (p), Disagree (p)

The set of produ tion rules the se ond agent must possess is isomorphi

to the

one above.

h(Init ; p=p 2 eb); True iP ropose
! (p) h(Opinion; p); NOP i
h(Init ; p=p 2 eb); True iAssert!(p) h(AgreementPropose ; p); NOP i
h(AgreementPropose ; p); True i A ept!(p) h(End; p); (eb p; kb + p)i
rm (p)
h(Opinion; p); WantToCon rm (p)i Con !
hDe isionPropose ; NOP i
Disagree (p)
h(Opinion; p); WantToDisagree (p)i ! hDe isionPropose ; NOP i
h(Opinion; p); NoOpinion (p)i NoOpinion
! (p) hDe isionPropose ; NOP i
h(Opinion; p); q = WantToModify (p)i Modify!(p;q)
h(CounterOpinion ; q); (eb p; kb)i
h(CounterOpinion ; p); True iCon !
h
(De isionAnswer ; Con rm (p)); NOP i
rm (p)
h(CounterOpinion ; p); True iDisagree
! (p) h(De isionAnswer ; Disagree (p)); NOP i
h(CounterOpinion ; p); True iNoOpinion
! (p)
h(De isionAnswer ; NoOpinion (p)); NOP i
h(CounterOpinion ; True iModify!(p;q) h(Opinion; q); (eb p; kb)i
h(De isionPropose ; True iWithdraw
! (p)h(End; p); (eb p; kb)i
h(De isionPropose ; True iOÆ ialize
! (p) h(AgreementPropose ; p); NOP i
h(De isionAnswer ; s(p)); De ideToWithdraw (s (p )))i W ithdraw
! (p)
h(End; p); (eb p; kb)i
OÆ ialize (p)
h(De isionAnswer ; s(p)); NotDe ideToWithdraw (s (p )))i !
h(AgreementAnswer; p); NOP i
h(AgreementAnswer; p); True iA ept!(p) h(End; p); (eb p; kb + p)i
Let us now mention a few remarks. First of all, there is an advantage in having
parameterized states whose parameter here is a single
pattern mat hable obje t but whi h

p.

omponent whi h is a non

an be designated, i.e., a pie e of knowledge

This enables the agents to know the pie e of knowledge they are dis ussing.

This is ne essary sin e the pie e of knowledge may
onversation in

ase a

Modify

hange during the

ourse of the

message happens.

Se ondly, even though the proto ol's semanti s is not very ri h, it turns out
its denition is fundamental.

At various pla es, several

hoi es are possible with

respe t to side ee ts. Here the side ee ts are the adding or removing of a pie e
of knowledge from the knowledge base. Ea h of the possible
a dierent proto ol semanti s.

Modify(p,q), we have de

eb.

This semanti s

hoi es may lead to

For example, when one of the agents exe utes a

ided that both agents remove

p from their knowledge base

hoi e permits to derive the following property.
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Theorem 2.

When two agents

ommuni ate using the two sets of produ tions

given here above, if (1) they only put forward pie es of knowledge whi h do not
belong to their own knowledge base, (2) both knowledge bases were nite at the
beginning of the
ex ept the

ommuni ation pro ess, and (3) they are not altered by anything

urrent proto ol then the

ommuni ation always

omes to a halt.

Proof

Either there is no Modify and then the ending is trivial, or there are some
Modify and then the size of the experien e base eb de reases by one unit ea h time.
Sin e the number of pie es of knowledge must always be a non negative number,
and sin e the agents

an only exe ute a

Modify

empty, the proto ol always end up terminating.
One might obje t that this problem

when their experien e base is not



an as easily be dealt with using a nite

state automata spe i ation of the proto ol. Of

ourse the halting of a proto ol is

a synta ti al property but here the proof itself relies on the proto ols semanti s.
Had one not given a semanti s spe i ation to the proto ol, it would have been
impossible to prove this property.
Thirdly, this type of proto ol makes very few assumptions on the internal stru ture of the agents. One just assumes they are
own one

eb

and one

kb,

they

apable of handling a proto ol, they

an add/remove pie es of knowledge to/from these

knowledge bases, and they must be able to evaluate the predi ates (they do so their
own way). This highlights that proto ols dened by POS have a relative independen e with the agents' internal stru ture.

5.2. Sian's Proto ol for n Agents
After giving a simple proto ol example, let us now show the expression power of
POS through the denition of a version of Sian's proto ol for
agent uses a same set of produ tion rules.

n agents, where ea

h

This implies to rewrite the proto ol's

textual des ription be ause the one given in se tion 2.1 was in fa t not suited for
the

ase were

n>

2. From an agent's point of view, one is going to model the

following.



If an agent wants to put forward a pie e of knowledge (the rst agent to send
a pie e of knowledge is

alled the

onversation initiator), it broad asts it to

Conrm,
Disagree, NoOpinion messages, then it makes the de ision of either o ializing
the a eptan e of this pie e of knowledge (O ialize), or o ializing its reje t
(Reje t). If it re eives Modify messages, it hooses one and let it know to all
the other agents (as well as the identity of the agent whi h sent the Modify
all the other agents then waits for their answers. If it only re eives

message), then provides its viewpoint upon this pie e of knowledge.



If an agent is sent a proposition

O ialize

message (in this

message, or a signal

p, it sends its viewpoint then waits for either an

A ept message), a Withdraw
Modify (if it is a Modify message from

ase it sends ba k an

orresponding to a

another agent then it sends its viewpoint, if it is its own then it waits for the
other's).
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The set of produ tion rules is given hereafter.

the number of agents parti ipating in the

It is

onversation.

note integers whi h designate the agents' identi ation.
own identi ation.
on atenating

[℄ denotes the empty list.

t with list q . N

t

::

q

alled SianN. N denotes
id, myid and newid demyid denotes an agent's

denotes the list obtained by

1 is a short ut to denote

Su (Su (...(Zero)))

(p;myid)
hInit ; True i P ropose!
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; N 1; [℄)); NOP i
hInit ; True iP ropose!(p;id) h(OpinionAnswer ; (p; id)); NOP i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Su (n); re eived )); True iCon !
rm (p)
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; n; (Con rm (p)) :: re eived )); NOP i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Su (n); re eived )); True iDisagree
! (p)
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; n; (Disagree (p)) :: re eived )); NOP i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Su (n); re eived )); True iNoOpinion
! (p)
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; n; (NoOpinion (p)) :: re eived )); NOP i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Su (n); re eived )); True iModify!
(p;q;id)
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; n; (Modify (p; q; id)) :: re eived )); NOP i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Zero; re eived )); WantToOÆ ialize (re eived )i
OÆ ialize (p)
! h(AgreementPropose ; (N 1; p)); NOP i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Zero; re eived )); WantToWithdraw (re eived )i
W ithdraw(p)
! hEnd; eb pi
A ept (p)
h(AgreementPropose ; (Su (n); p)); True i !
h(AgreementPropose ; (n; p)); NOP i
"
h(AgreementPropose ; (Zero; p)); True i
!
hEnd; [eb
p; kb + p℄i
h(OpinionPropose ; (p; myid ; Zero; re eived ))); Modify (p; q; id) 2 re eived i
Signal (p;q;id)
! h(OpinionAnswer ; (q; id)); NOP i
h(OpinionAnswer ; (p; id)); WantToCon rm (p )i sendT oid (Con
! rm (p)) id
h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); NOP i
sendT oid (Disagree (p)) id
h(OpinionAnswer ; (p; id)); WantToDisagree (p )i
!
h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); NOP i
h(OpinionAnswer ; (p; id)); HasNoOpinion (p )i sendT oid (NoOpinion
! (p)) id
h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); NOP i
h(OpinionAnswer ; (p; id)); q = WantToModify (p )i sendT oid (Modify
! (p;q;myid ))id
h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); NOP i
h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); True iOÆ ialize
h
(
AgreementAnswer
; (p; id)); NOP i
! (p)

h(AgreementAnswer ; (p; id)); True i sendT oid (A!ept (p)) id
h(End; (p; id)); [eb
h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); True iW ithdraw
! (p) h(End; (p; id)); eb pi

p; eb + p℄i
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Propose

Init

NoOpinion
Disagree Modify
Opinion
Confirm

Wait

Answer

Answer
Signal
Signal
ε

Signal

Test

Signal

Propose

Propose

Agreement
Answer

Agreement
ε

Propose
Officialize

Opinion

Withdraw

Accept

ε

Confirm
Disagree
NoOpinion
Modify

Officialize

Accept
End

Withdraw

Figure 3: Automaton for SianN.

h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); True iSignal (p;q;
!newid ) h(T est; (p; id; q; newid )); NOP i
"
h(T est; (p; id; q; newid ))); newid = idi !
h(OpinionPropose ; (q; id; N 1; [℄)); NOP i
h(T est; (p; id; q; newid ))); newid <> idi "! h(OpinionAnswer ; (q; newid )); NOP i
The automaton is given on gure 3.
Let us draw some remarks.
is valid for any

n

First, one

agents by instantiating

an verify this set of produ tion rules

N

to the right

n

and by testing the

proto ol. The enormous advantage is that the proto ol's representation does not
grow when

n

in reases. In fa t, when some agents want to

ommuni ate via this

n
N,

set of produ tions, they have to know how numerous they are ( ) and "build"
the

orresponding set of rules by assigning the right value for

N

SianN[

:=

n℄.

that we note

Se ond, let us point out that the last three produ tions only serve the purpose
of testing whether
operation.

y

proto ol .
rules

In

newid

=

id.

But sin e there are three rules this is not an atomi

ase of an unlu ky situation this

ould lead to the blo king of a

In order to solve this problem we have extended the way produ tion

ould be

onstru ted by adding a predi ate upon re eived messages.

h(Skeleton ; Parameter ); (world )imsg = !(msg ) h(Skeleton 0 ; Parameter 0 ); [A(world )℄i
For example, here, this enables to solve the problem of atomi ity by repla ing
the three last produ tions by:

h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); T rueiSignal (p;q;newid!)=(newid =id)
h(OpinionPropose ; (q; id; N

1; [℄)); NOP i
y This is very lose to syn hronization issues in operating/distributed systems as des ribed in 24 .
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h(WaitAnswer ; (p; id)); T rueiSignal (p;q;newid!)=(newid <>id)
h(OpinionAnswer ; (q; newid )); NOP i
During this

onversation, an agent

an either have the role of a proponent of a

pie e of knowledge or an evaluator of a pie e of knowledge. Agents
during the

ourse of a dis ussion upon in oming

Modify

an swit h roles

messages.

6. Other Appli ation Domains
Not only is POS suited for dealing with intera tion proto ols in multiagent systems
as exemplied by Sian's proto ol but also it is

apable of addressing intera tion

proto ols with physi al autonomous agents.
In

25 we deal with a world

obje ts pla ed
agents apable of

ontaining two types of entities :

randomly in the world and unable to move by themselves, and

moving and whose initial lo ation is hosen at random. The problem is to handle as
many obje ts as possible in the most e ient and qui k manner. The word "handle"
is left un laried in order to keep the proto ol as general as possible. By the way,
this handling

ould itself be taken

the one presented in

are by another proto ol to be

onne ted with

25 . On the other hand, in order for an obje t to get handled,

S

it is rst ne essary to nd it, and se ondly

agents have to be involved in this

handling, whi h means they have to be lo ated exa tly where the obje t is. Any
agent is

apable of parti ipating in the handling of an obje t. However, proto ols

allow them to refuse helping in a handling whenever they do not want to.
In the proto ol we have modeled ( alled

Colle t)

ea h agent is looking for an

obje t. Then, when it is nding one it tries to re ruit four other agents to help it
handle the obje t. If it does not manage to do so it moves away from the obje t
and starts again seeking a new one. In

ase of su

ess, it waits for the four re ruited

agents to arrive, they then handle the obje t and they all start over looking for an
obje t by themselves. To avoid dispersion, whenever an agent has de lared it would
go help handle an obje t it be omes unavailable to the others. This makes it reply
with a negative answer to later re ruitment queries. It goes straight to the obje t
lo ation and sends a message to the

alling agent that it has arrived.

This type of proto ol denitely applies to a world where several kinds of obje ts
exist and where no one agent is
apabilities). The
a negative answer.
a

apable of handling all of them (an agent has limited

onsequen e is that an agent asking for help, will be replied with
Besides, the proto ol

an easily be transformed to take into

ount a variable number of agents, or even a parti ular set of physi al agents

(robots), in order to handle ea h obje t. For example, an agent may have to lift,
another to dig, another to

lean and another may have to open. The

deals with a number of agents xed at the beginning of the

Colle t proto

ol

onversation. But one

an imagine to adapt this proto ol to an open system. When a new agent wants
to enter a

onversation, it sends a spe i

message to all agents involved in the
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onversation and they modify their own version of the proto ol a
a modi ation is not mundane but still
In the area of mobile

an be a

omputing more and more agents are used to fet h pie es

of information on the internet. However, a single agent
at the same time, whatever his intelligen e.
very limited.

On the

ordingly. Su h

omplished.

annot be in two lo ations

Its eld of investigation is therefore

ontrary, a eet of little and possibly heterogeneous agents

may greatly improve their overall a tion when making use of su h a proto ol. For
example, when an agent is nding a pie e of information that is parti ularly interesting, it may

all other agents to help evaluate/treat it, sin e they may not ea h

have all the ne essary

apabilities to do the job. This pro essing of a pie e of infor-

mation may itself be a
to

omposing the

omplished by a dedi ated proto ol. This leads for example

Colle t

proto ol dis ussed so far with another more spe ialized

one.
Another eld of interest where su h a proto ol
roboti s.

ould be used is

26 presents a situation where robots have to work and

olle tive

ooperate in a

harbor. More generally, all the problems identied as being of the forage prin iple
(inspired by inse ts so ieties)
amined several basi

behaviors of a JavaSo

along with JavaBots
so

an be ta kled by our proto ol.

In

12 we have ex-

er simulation environment and used it

27 to demonstrate POS'

apabilities.

We have modeled two

er-robot team strategies using POS and have demonstrated how it is a suited

theoreti al tool and also leads to extremely

ompa t and modular

out these two strategies perform very well in a JavaSo

ode. It turns

er tournament against other

predened strategies.

7. Con lusion
7.1. Summary
This arti le establishes a theoreti al basis for studying intera tion proto ols in multiagent systems. Su h a notion has been

learly dened as well as related

that sometimes stay vague in the literature.

We have set up the basi

on epts
elements

for an intera tion proto ols' semanti s in a similar way as what has been

arried

out for programming languages. We have shown on an extended example how this
formalism is ee tive. The foremost advantage of POS is that it provides a large
power of expression to intera tion proto ols (a tually a maximal power, i.e., POS
an emulate Turing

omplete

al ulus systems). The analogy made with program-

ming languages enabled to look at the

on ept of intera tion proto ols in a new

fashion. Besides, POS provides a well dened formal framework.
At the end of se tion 5.2 we introdu ed a rst
We are

onstru tor/operator on proto ols.

urrently working on the notion of parameterized proto ol. In fa t, the issue

here is to manage a set of produ tion rules (SianN) that is like a program whose
argument is

n

(i.e., the number of agents parti ipating in the

n

N

thus has SianN( ) = SianN[

=

n℄.

onversation). One

Therefore, when an agent de ides to start

n

ommuni ating with this proto ol, it loads SianN( ).
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The way our proto ols have been written using POS greatly resembles fun tional

programming. Arguments are passed from parameterized states to parameterized
states as from fun tions to fun tions in fun tional programming, and a lot of rewriting is performed based on the pattern of obje ts one manages.

7.2. Perspe tives
In the perspe tive of a validation and evaluation of proto ols, we are identifying
properties on proto ols and

onversations. Properties

ould be of a synta ti

level

(as often seen in the literature) but also of a semanti s level. These latter properties
deal with the proto ols' side ee ts, i.e., the proto ols' meaning. These side ee ts
are restri ted to what the agents using the proto ols are

apable of doing. They are

not restri ted in any other way. The advantage of this is that one

an

ontemplate

performing pretty mu h anything. The drawba k is that this prevents from stating a lot of general semanti
rather be spe i

properties upon the proto ols. Those properties will

to ea h proto ol. However, let us re all that the same is true for

programming languages where side ee ts are very simple and totally
Thus POS has nothing to be ashamed of.
work done for programming languages
programs su h as Hoare's logi

28 .

As far as semanti

ontained.

properties, the

onsisted in dening formalisms for proving

It would be interesting to see whether it is

possible to nd an equivalent of Hoare's logi

for intera tion proto ols, but this is

out of this paper's s ope.
Up to now, proto ols are mainly built in one shot. POS allows to build proto ols
based on other proto ols, e.g., by
this, we are

ombining several proto ols. In order to a hieve

urrently dening operators on proto ols that will allow to

ombine

them. This notion of proto ol algebra will allow to rea h a higher order. It means
leaving the door wide open to modular methods for the design of proto ols and also
to the automati

generation of proto ols.

7.3. Dis ussion
AgenTalk

9 brings into play on epts somewhat lose to POS. It is a programming

language

apable of implementing proto ols and agents that behave a

proto ol. Furthermore, AgenTalk is
it is not

on erned with a detailed implementation of agents. The main dieren e

with POS lies in that it
is very

ording to a

on erned with the intera tions among agents;

omes down to a programming language, whi h implies it

lose to an implementation level whereas POS is meant to be both a formal

spe i ation language and a programming language.
AgenTalk des ribes a proto ol by means of nite state automata augmented with
a set of variables that

an be tested. Like POS one goes from one state to another

upon sending or re eiving a message whi h are synta ti ally simple (as are nite
states). A tions to be performed are dened for ea h transition. The general idea is
very similar to POS' rules whi h are

alled

s ripts.

However, the implementations

(i.e., s ripts) are mu h less readable than POS' rules. All of the proto ols used as
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ould as well be represented by simple nite state proto ols. In pra ti al

terms, POS has thus more expression power.
As emphasized in the literature, AgenTalk's proto ols are

apable of dening

agent fun tions ).

And

agents are free to implement them as they want to. This allows to make a

lear

interfa es of the side ee ts to be produ ed (whi h are

alled

distin tion between the agents' proto ols and their internal ar hite ture.
a

Thus,

ommon feature with POS is the possibility to dene the proto ols' semanti s.

Besides this
Another

an be a hieved in a very similar way.
ommon feature with POS is that AgenTalk's proto ols

an be built in a

highly modular way with an inheritan e me hanism quite similar to obje t-oriented
languages. But as far as POS, the door is left open to other possible operations for
ombining proto ols.
Finally, AgenTalk

29 enables the handling of several

onversations at the same

time as in POS. But it is not a spe i ation language and has a mu h lower expression power. It introdu es meta-proto ols des ribed as simple proto ols, in order to
ontrol the overall system. A similar
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